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ONE PIECE AND TWO PIECES FIRST AID COLLAR
Made of polyethylene with washable internal part made in EVA (kind of rubber) fixed to structure by plastic rivets. 
With a tracheal hole, removable chin support and velcro fastener. X-ray translucent. 
Available in 6 sizes differentiated by safety closure colour or in a set of 6 in a bag.

FIRST AID CERVICAL COLLARS

Ambu® Perfit™ ACE® 
is adjustable in 
16 settings 
from neckless (size 3)
to tall (size 6)
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Ambu® Mini Perfit™ 
ACE® is adjustable 
in 12 sizes

AMBU® PERFIT™

AMBU® REDI-ACE™ COLLARS
Unique adjustable disposable collar 
available in 2 versions adult and pediatric 
for immobilizing of cervical column.
With 8 sizes of Ambu® Redi-ACE™ and 
6 sizes of Ambu® Redi-ACE™ Mini the 
majority of patients can be treated.
Easy to use, it has an automatic flip up 
chin and two locking buttons. It can be 
placed on the patient using only 3 steps; 
sizing - locking - placement. Made from 
radiotranslucent material. Packaged 
completely flat. Latex free.

Ambu® Redi-ACE™ Mini
is adjustable in 6 sizes

Ambu® Redi-ACE™ Adult
is adjustable in 8 sizes

AMBU® REDI-ACE™ PERFIT™ MILITARY

AMBU® PERFIT™ ACE® COLLARS
The Ambu® Perfit™ ACE® extrication 
collar is a one-piece rigid cervical spine 
immobilization device, available in 
2 versions, adult and pediatric, both 
adjustable in different sizes/positions. 
Adult has 16 adjustments, covering 
neckless, short, regular and tall. Paediatric 
has 12 adjustments, covering infant, child, 
small adult. Radiotranslucent CT and MRI 
compatible it comes with a ventilated, 
posterior shell for fluid drainage. Made of 
polyethylene. Flat storage. Latex free.

AMBU® PERFIT™ ACE® MILITARY
Ambu® Perfit™ ACE® is also available in 
a military version that incorporates a 
camouflage colour scheme of olive drab 
body and charcoal black foam and label. 
The features and specifiactions are 
identical to Ambu® Perfit™ ACE®:
- 16 sizes in one collar
- flat storage
- radiotranslucent CT and MRI compatible
Latex free.

Designed to assist with the maintenance of neutral 
alignment, prevention of lateral sway and anterior-po-
sterior flexion and extension of the cervical spine during 
transport.

34642

Ambu® Perfit™ 
ACE® Militar 
extrication collar 
is adjustable in 
16 settings

Flat storage

ONE PIECE FIRST AID NECK COLLAR TWO PIECES FIRST AID NECK COLLAR

GIMA
code

ONE PIECE FIRST AID 
NECK COLLARS

34620
34621
34622
34623
34624
34625
34626
34627

Infant 44-48 cm - pink
Pediatric 45-48 cm - light blue
Stout (bull-neck) 56-60 cm - yellow
Adult small 56-62 cm - blue
Adult medium 56-64 cm - orange
Adult large - tall 56-66 cm - green
Set of 6 collars in a bag
Bag for 6 collars - green

GIMA
code ADJUSTABLE NECK COLLARS

34642 Ambu® Perfit™ Military

GIMA
code ADJUSTABLE NECK COLLARS

34640
34641

Ambu® Perfit™ paediatric-yellow
Ambu® Perfit™ adult-white

GIMA
code ADJUSTABLE NECK COLLARS

34638
34639

Ambu® Redi-ACE™ paed.-yellow
Ambu® Redi-ACE™ adult-blue

GIMA
code

TWO PIECES FIRST AID 
NECK COLLARS

34630
34631
34632
34633
34634
34635
34636
34627

Infant 2-6 years 35-99 cm - pink
Pediatric 6-12 years 40- 46 cm - light blue
Stout (bull neck) 48-52 cm - yellow
Adult small 50-54 cm- blue
Adult medium 54-58 cm - orange
Adult large - tall 56-60 cm - green
Set of 6 collars in a bag 
Bag for 6 collars - green


